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Abstract. According to the research status of foam fluid, by referring to a mount of literatures, the 
characteristics and superiority of foam fluid for enhanced oil recovery were analyzed, the foam 
displacement of reservoir oil mechanism and dynamics characteristics of oil displacement process 
were summarized. Meanwhile, the applications of the foam fluid on acidification, fracturing and 
profile control and water plugging were also analyzed, which contains the research achievements 
about the model built, simulations, field tests and applications in oilfield. Combining with the 
success cases in oilfield, the paper could supply a research direction for enhanced oil recovery. 

Introduction 
The foam fluid, because of its material characteristics, is widely applied for the tertiary oil 

recovery. The foam material has the capacity of seepage and the displacement of reservoir oil, 
which can decrease the interfacial tension between the oil and water and water-oil mobility ratio, 
improve the flushing efficiency, and reduce the sweep area of low-permeability layer. 

Theory fundamental  

The generation of foam 
The foam fluid is formed by gas-liquid two phases with highly dispersed, which has larger 

apparent viscosity comparing with active water and gas. The material generates in the porous media, 
and the generation course can be divided into liquid film hysteresis, necking separation and liquid 
film breaking. 

The common foaming agents applied to oilfield are anionic, non-ionic and ampholytic surfactant. 
Usually, they are compounded to develop the application. In the process of the forming foam, many 
factors affect the production and foam dimension, which are surfactant type, molecular structure, 
pore medium size, surfactant concentration and gas injection rate. 
Foam characteristics 

Physical characteristics 
The physical characteristics can be expressed as following[1]： 
(1) Compressibility: The foam fluid can be regarded as semi-compressed fluid. Because for the 

foam fluid, the liquid of it cannot be compressed, while the gas can. 
(2) Rheological property: Foam is pseudoplastic fluid, and it has higher apparent viscosity, 

which will decrease by the increasing shear rate. 
(3) Stability: The interface area between the gas and liquid of foam is very large, so the surface 

free energy is larger, which can keep the foam stable. 

Seepage characteristics 
The seepage characteristics in the porous media can be expressed as following [1]: 
(1) The foam is bursting and regenerating continuity when in the seepage.  
(2) The apparent viscosity of foam in the porous media is very high.  
(3) The stability of foam in the oil porous media becomes worse. 
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Stability  
The stability of foam flowing in the porous is affected by many factors, not only the same ones 

as in the balance condition, but also many other factors such as shock, extrusion and friction. 
Nowadays, the researches of the dynamic condition are focus on experimental data accumulated, 
theoretical assumptions and building models [2]. 
Disintegration mechanism 

Burst mechanism 
The foam belongs to unsteady fluid, and the factors which affect the burst are [3]: 
(1) The liquid drains in the film: because of the extrusion and gravity between the bubbles, the 

liquid of foam liquid drains continually, which makes the film thinner, elasticity decreased until 
burst.  

(2) The gas diffusion through the film: According to the Laplace equation, the pressure of small 
bubble is larger than the big one, so the gas in the small bubble will pass through the film and 
diffuse to the big bubbles, then the small bubble will become smaller, and the big one become 
bigger, which can make the foam burst. 

Defoaming mechanism in porous medium 
The main reason for bursting bubbles is the effect of suction capillary force which causes the 

separate pressure. Secondly, the oil can restrain and break the foam, for the diffusion of film 
drainage and gas occurring between the bubbles.  

The research results indicate that the damage degrees to the foam caused by residual oil are 
different, and the damages to the same foam are also different when it meets different crude oil. The 
oil is harmful to the generation, extension and block off of the foam, so the oil saturation must 
decease as possible, then the high temperature foamer could be effective to block off. 

Foam displacement of reservoir oil 
The mechanism of displacement of reservoir oil is to take the advantage of the seepage 

characteristic in porous medium, and the enhanced oil recovery is realized by adjusting the mobility 
ratio and profile control of foam system [1,2,4]. 
Dynamic characteristic 

The laboratory tests indicate that when injecting the foam continuously, the orders of product 
element are the same, which are gas breakthrough, oil zone breakthrough, foam flooding the 
symbiotic hose and bubble with breakthrough respectively.  
Research progress 

There are a mount of researches for the foam displacement of reservoir oil, and mainly focus on 
building models, numerical simulations and laboratory tests. 

The foam displacement model to simulate the oil reservoir condition can be divided into 4 types, 
the seepage and network model, PBM, fractal flow model and empirical model. Most researches to 
the numerical model focus on aboard. Like Friedmann developed the formation and burst of foam 
by PBM, while inland the scholars simulated the 3D conditions by PBM, and get the good 
simulations to meet the actual situations.  

Since the earliest research for the foam to enhance oil recovery in the 1950s by Fried, many 
contributions have been gotten. The researches of laboratory study and field tests on two phases 
foam flow got excellent results. By the extension of injection time, because of the existence of 
alkali, the scaling is formed in the stratum, which may jam the stratum, and the alkali will etch the 
equipment. On the side, the research results on the effect to the composite foam system indicated 
that there are also disadvantageous influences, so it is necessary to develop the non-alkali Polymer 
foam enhanced system.  
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Field applications of foam flooding 

Based on the theory, most oil fields made the experiments on the foam flooding. Chai[5] 
investigated the feasible application to JinZhou Oilfield. ZhaoJun[6,7] made Pilot experiments to 
QHD32-6 Oilfield by nitrogen foaming agent in 2010, and Chen[2] analyzed the well test results. 
To solving the problems of the highly fragmented distribution residual oil, water logging, suction 
uneven and difficulty tapping, two well groups were selected to do the early trials by nitrogen foam 
flooding in June,2011 for JIN16 [8]. 

Many countries develop the experiments about the air injection to the light oil reservoir, mainly 
for the effect of reservoir parameters to the reactivity of crude oil. U.S.A has succeed to the field 
tests in many fields.[9-14] With the development of the domestic mini air compressor, the air 
injection technology for enhanced oil recovery improves quickly, the methods of the air-water 
injected alternately and air foam were used in many fields like BaiSe, ZhongYuan and ShengLi. By 
the field test results it can be found that there are no safety problems caused by high oxygen content. 
According to the actual condition of WeiGang field, which has large difference of reservoir 
physical properties, heterogeneity, and complex underground remaining oil distribution, 
SunWeifeng[15] found that by the air foam flooding, the profile-log of water injection was 
improved obviously, start-up pressure raised, water injectivity index drops and the well production 
effect is evident. The injection of air-water alternately and air foam can block the high permeability 
zone or large pore path, which can avoid gas channeling. Although the temperature of most oil 
deposit are all under 70℃, the output gas oxygen content within the scope of 5%, and there are no 
security incidents. 

Foam acid acidification 

Theory and research status 

For the stratum of low permeability, high heterogeneity, and the foam acid will be selectivity for 
deep acidification to plug removal, meanwhile the low density residual liquid formed which is 
helpful for Low pressure cleanup. The chemolysis function of acid liquor will increase the 
production because it can relieve the formation contaminant, enlarge and connect the reservoir pore, 
and recover and enhance the permeability of near wellbore area of reservoir. 

There are a lot of experiments in domestic and overseas for foam acid acidification. After 
studying for the corrosion problems of foam acid, Kuibyshev petroleum administration bureau from 
the Soviet Union considered that the corrosion from foam acid is more powerful than other common 
acid, the corrosion will strengthen with the higher degree of aeration, and reduce with the 
concentration of foaming agent. The test result by Wang[14] indicated that the foam acid has the 
powerful corrosivity, which is acted on foaming agent, corrosion inhibitor and foam stabilizer. 

Aiming at the problems of fingering seriously, flow back slowly, and poor acidification caused 
by the anisotropism and energy shortage for repeat acidizing oil wells of low permeability oilfield, 
Hu[16] developed the technology of hard gas foam acid acidification. LiXiaojun[17] researched the 
stability of the foam acid, and ZhouTiansheng simulated the foam acidizing diversion of horizontal 
well. By the Stirring method and regarded the half-life period of foam and foaming volume as the 
main evaluation index, LiYinnian[18] evaluated the annexing agent of foam acid. 
Field applications of foam acid acidification 

According to the characteristics of foam acid acidification, Xian and Huang[19] Construct the 
field test of ZHANG 10-Well in August, 9th,1986. In 2008, Qinghai Oilfield [20] brought in the 
CPU1200m3/h type nitrogen generating equipment and HY-35/6 foam generator, to make the 
research and applications of foam acid acidification on shallow oil reservoir. In the field application 
of JingAn Oilfield, separate layer acid treatment is realized. From construction result, it can be 
found that the separate layer acid treatment of process is simple, and the acid discharged completely, 
for the negative pressure well with obvious contradiction between the layers, the acidification is 
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feasible and effect significant. 

Foam fracturing 
Foam fracturing is developed since 1970s, which apply to large-scale fracturing, the reservoir of 

low pressure or low permeability reservoir and water sensitivity, and the production layer is 
affected by the water-course down layer[21,22,23]. Comparing with the common fracturing, the 
foam fracturing fluid is superior, which is with higher viscosity, low filtration, low friction, good 
prop-carrying capacity, smaller reservoir damage and drainage quickly.  

For the development process aboard of foam fracturing fluid[24], it can be divided into the 
stages as following, water-base foam fracturing fluid is regarded as the first generation, the second 
generator is gelatine foam fracturing fluid, then is crosslinking foam fracturing fluid, the fourth 
generation is high temperature spumescence foam fracturing fluid. The research in land focus on the 
non-crosslinked foam fracturing fluid, acid cross-linked CO2 foam fracturing fluid, organoboron 
cross-linked N2 foam fracturing fluid, delay authigenic heat fracturing, authigenic heat booster class 
foam fracturing fluid etc. [25].  

Foam profile control water plugging 
Many researches are also for the foam profile control water plugging. According to the foam 

characteristics like shunt, superimposed effect and block off, YangHao[26] analysis the experiment 
results. DengJun[27] simplified the Sealing channeling model to parallel sand filling tube model, 
and evaluate the injectivity behavior and plugging. LiZhaomin[28] developed the compatibility of 
foam and hydrogel microspheres, injection characteristics of multiphase foam system and enhance 
oil recovery by heterogeneous Cores. To solve the steam channeling problems of Henan heavy oil 
thermal recovery wells, Bi[29] carried out the laboratory experiments parameter optimization of 
nitrogen foam profile control system. 

From June 2007 to January 2008, the technicist of Henan Oilfield applied the technology of 
nitrogen foam profile control[30]. There were field applications ten times in total, and enhanced 
production of oil 1519.6t, decrease steam channeling to reduce oil 794.7t. In Karamay Oilfield in 
2007, the 97 region 28th Well, 970021 Well carried out the experiments of authigenic gas syntactic 
foam plugging control two times, which are all success [31]. To control the water channeling of 
high permeability interval and enhance oil recovery, on water flooding wells in Sabei development 
area, the field test by the technology of nitrogen profile control futile cycle is carried out[32]. 

Conclusions 
The characteristics and superiority of foam fluid to enhanced oil recovery are organized, and the 

mechanism of foam displacement of reservoir oil and dynamic characteristics for other oil 
displacement process is summarized. Meanwhile, the applications of foam fluid to the acidification, 
fracturing and profile control and water plugging were introduced, which can increase oil 
production, and a lot of examples were enumerated to prove its successful applications in oil field. 
All of them will be as theory references for further research of enhanced oil recovery. 
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